A series of reports from the "Libraries without walls" (BIBDEL) project, funded by the Libraries specific RTD programme of the Third RTD Framework Programme, have recently been published.

The reports available are as follows:

- Access to campus library and information services by distant users: preliminary studies; ISBN 0906694 99X (Price UKL 20);

- Access to campus library and information services by distant users: the design of three demonstration experiments; ISBN 0906694 779 (Price UKL 20);

- Access to campus library and information services by distant users: evaluations of three demonstration experiments; ISBN 0906694 825 (Price UKL 20);

- Access to campus library and information services by distant users: general issues; ISBN 0906694 876 (price UKL 20);

- Proceedings of the first "Libraries without walls" conference, Mytilene, Greece, 9-10 September 1995; ISBN 0906694 973 (Price UKL 25);
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